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You configure a service level to adjust assignment urgency to 100 when the goal interval
lapses.
 
How does assignment urgency impact the deadline and passed deadline intervals?
 
A. Urgency value remains at 100, but other service level processing continues. 
B. Urgency value continues to increment as configured. 
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C. Service level processing is halted until the assignment is completed. 
D. The user is notified that the maximum urgency has been reached. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A requirement states: Loan applicants must enter their annual salary. If the salary is above
the qualifying threshold, the application is automatically approved. If the salary is below the
threshold, the applicant must identify a cosigner.
 
Select the two configuration options that follow best practices to meet the requirement.
(Choose Two)
 
A. Design a user view with an annual salary field and a data relationship for cosigner
information. Use a visibility condition to display the cosigner information when the salary is
below the threshold. 
B. Use a collect information step with an annual salary field. Use a decision shape to
determine whether to advance to a step to enter cosigner information or complete the
process. 
C. Design a user view with an annual salary field. Create an optional action to collect
information about the cosigner and assign the action to the appropriate stage. 
D. Create an assignment step for a loan officer to review the applicant's annual salary and
determine if a cosigner is necessary. 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

An airline has the following requirement:
 
A passenger requiring a service animal must document the type of animal, the size of the
animal, and any relevant medical information the crew may need during the flight. The
application prompts the passenger for this information when the passenger declares travel
with a service animal.
 
Which case life cycle configuration meets this requirement?
 
A. Add a process to the case life cycle for service animal accommodation and apply a
condition to determine when to, run the process. 
B. Apply an optional action to the appropriate stage to allow the passenger to provide the
information as needed. 

Question No : 3
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C. Configure a stage in the case life cycle for service animal accommodation and apply a
stage validation condition. 
D. Create a child case for service animal accommodation to automatically resolve unless
the passenger requires the accommodation. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A customer wants to copy the contents of a previous order to their current order.What rule
type doyou use to copy the order contents?
 
A. Data page 
B. Data transform 
C. Declare expression 
D. Function 
 

Answer: C

 

 

In a hiring application:
 
* An employee interviews the candidate.
 
* The Human Resources (HR) team creates and send s the officer letter.
 
* The Information Technology (IT) team assigns the workstation.
 
* The facilities team assigns the work desk.
 
To meet these requirements, what persona do you create?
 
A. Employee, IT, Facilities 
B. HR, IT, Facilities 
C. Employee, HR, Facilities 
D. Employee, HR, IT Facilities 
 

Answer: A
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A restaurant has a case type that allows customers to book the dining room for events.
Customers provide basic information including party size and indicate whether they want
the restaurant to cater the event.
 
If catering is not required, customers are given a rental rate quote.
 
If customers indicate that they want the restaurant to cater the event, they must provide
menu preference and schedule and appointment to do menu testing before they are given
a quote.
 
Which two options do you use to configure the case type to achieve the requested
behavior? (Choose Two.)
 
A. Create a check box for customers to indicate whether they want the restaurant to cater
the event. Add a decision shape that evaluates whether the customer checks the box. 
B. Create a check box for customers to indicate whether they want the restaurant to cater
the event. Configure the menu preferences and appointment date fields with a visibility
condition. 
C. Create a process for providing menu preference and scheduling the menu tasting
appointment. Create a parallel process for providing the customer with the rental rate
quote. 
D. Create a process for customers to indicate menu preference and schedule the menu
tasting appointment. Add the process as a case-wide optional action. 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

What two pieces of information comprise a data element? (Choose Two)
 
A. The name of the referencing user view 
B. The name of the data element 
C. The name of the clipboard page 
D. The value of the data element 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

 
You are designing a form for an online bookstore to show new arrivals. Which layout do
you use to display the book cover pictures, as shown in the image? 

Question No : 8
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A. Screen layout 
B. Column layout  
C. Repeating dynamic layout 
D. Dynamic layout 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Select each Business Need on the left and drag it to the appropriate Service Level
Agreement Interval on the right.
 

 
 
 

Answer:
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Explanation:  

Graphical user interface, application

 

Description automatically generated 

 

 

 

 

In the Answer Area, identify the type of data measured in each report.
 

Question No : 11 HOTSPOT
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Graphical user interface, text

 

Description automatically generated 

 

 

What is the relationship between pyWorkPage and case data?
 
A. pyWorkPage contains only the data entered by users while creating and processing a
case. 
B. pyWorkPage contains all the data pages accessed while creating and processing a
case. 
C. pyWorkPage contains only the data generated by the system while creating and
processing a case.  
D. pyWorkPage contains all the case data generated while creating and processing a case. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You are building a new booking application in pega platform with a case type that displays
a customer's various accounts and allows them to make banking transactions. The
transaction data object allows customers to dispute a transaction. The system provides a
drop-down list of reasons for the dispute, which are collected along with the transaction ID.
According to pega best practices, which option do you use to source the transaction data
object?
 
A. External system of record 
B. A data page 
C. Pega platform system of record 
D. No system of record 
 

Answer: C

 

 

For which use case do you create a new rule in a Pega Platform application?
 
A designer reuses a UI section every time the same behavior is needed in the application.

Question No : 12
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A. A developer makes changes to an email message that is configured in the case life
cycle. 
B. A designer uses Design mode at runtime to modify a view to use a two column template. 
C. A developer creates a parallel process to audit the changes that a service agent makes. 
D. A developer creates a parallel process to audit the changes that a service agent makes. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which two rules do you localize by using the localization wizard? (Choose Two)
 
A. Work Parties 
B. Paragraph 
C. Correspondence Fragment 
D. Field Value 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

In a Human Resources (HR) application, a business architect has developed a new
process for the Onboarding case type. You want to test the process and the fields to verify
the Ul elements collect expected results.
 
A. Add explicit assertions on the Ul elements 
B. Create a unit test for the Onboarding case type 
C. Create a scenario test for the Onboarding case type 
D. Add validations on the Ul elements 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Which three use cases demonstrate the Pega dynamic Ul behavior? (Choose Three)
 
A. Display a message upon form submission that a date field must be in the future. 
B. Unmask a password field when users click an icon.  
C. Automatically calculate order total when users change quantities.  

Question No : 15
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D. Display partner information fields when a screen loads for married applicants.  
E. Display a shipping address section when users select the Different than billing address
check box. 
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

Which requirement is satisfied by configuring a service level agreement?
 
A. Requests from customers with elite status go to a dedicated work group, 
B. A transaction review is completed within 24 hours. 
C. Users are notified when they receive an assignment. 
D. Transaction dispute cases are considered more urgent than address change cases. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

A requirement for a hotel reservation case type states that as customers change their room
selection, the total cost of the reservation updates. How do you satisfy this requirement ?
 
A. Configure a Validate rule for the room selection step. 
B. Apply a Disable when condition to the total cost field. 
C. Add a When condition to the room selection step. 
D. Define a declare expression for the total cost field. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You are asked to create a custom status named Open-Review. This status is to be applied
to assignments in one application.
 
How do you satisfy the request?
 
A. Circumstance the existing Open field value record on the application name and update
the status value to Open-Review. 
B. Add the Open-Review status to the Application record for the application. 
C. Create a field value record named Open-Review for. pyStatusWork with the Apply To

Question No : 18

Question No : 19

Question No : 20
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class set to the class group. 
D. Create a field value record named Open-Review for .pyStatusWork and configure an
Access When record to apply the status to the correct application 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which two scenarios require you to configure conditional processing within the case type?
(Choose Two.)
 
A. A scholarship eligibility application requires students to enter standardized test scores,
Students with qualifying test scores can schedule and interview. Students without qualifying
test scores receives a rejection email. 
B. A catering booking application requires customers to enter information about the
expected party size, event date, and event time. When customers submit the information
the catering company sends a confirmation email. 
C. An application requires customer to select the type of request in a drop-down list. The
system routes the request to the appropriate department work queue. A user with access to
the work queue processes the case through fulfillment. 
D. A shopping application requires a guest to fill out payment information. A user who
enters a membership number skips the payment information step. 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

A data page holds product information. The data page's Reload if older Than field is set to
15 minutes. The data page is created at 06:12.At 06:20 the user requests product
information. At 06:42 the user requests product information. When is the data page
reloaded?
 
A. 06:35 
B. 06:20 
C. 6:27 
D. 06:42 
 

Answer: D
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You create an application to track package deliveries. Choose three elements that are
essential for this application. (Choose Three)
 
A. A delivery cancellation child case 
B. A shipment tracking case type 
C. A set of fields to capture the shipping details 
D. A work party to represent the customer 
E. A user view to enter the shipping details 
 

Answer: B,C,E

 

 

Which two control types allow you to display three balance transfer offers on a form with a
single control, to prevent the customer from selecting more than one offer? (Choose Two)
 
A. Button 
B. Radio buttons 
C. Checkbox 
D. Drop-down list 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

How do you enable field-level auditing for properties?
 
A. Add an auditing optional action to the case workflow. 
B. Enable the auditing feature on the property rule forms. 
C. Enable field-level auditing for the case type.  
D. Add a field validation to the case workflow. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

An online retailer creates a case type that processes and manages customer orders. The
checkout process has four steps:
 
 

Question No : 24

Question No : 25
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1. Review Order: The customer reviews the items in order of add-to-cart selection and can
adjust the quantity of each item and delete items to calculate and display the order total.
 
2. Select Shipping Option: The customer selects a shipping option to determine and display
the shipping charge for their order.
 
3. Enter Delivery Address: The customer enters their delivery address to determine the
sales tax, if applicable, and the application displays the calculated sales tax.
 
4. Enter Payment Information: The customer selects a payment option and confirms the
grand total of the order.
 
 
For each calculation, identify the appropriate chaining option to maximize the performance.
 
 

 
 
 
 

Answer:
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